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Abstract The plausibility of the attempted offering of Abraham
by a priest of pharaoh and the existence of human
sacrifice in ancient Egypt have been questioned and
debated. This paper presents strong evidence that
ritual slaying did exist among ancient Egyptians,
with a particular focus on its existence in the Middle
Kingdom. It details three individual evidences of
human sacrifice found in ancient Egypt. Four different
aspects of the attempted offering of Abraham are compared to these Egyptian evidences to illustrate how
the story of Abraham fits with the picture of ritual
slaying in Middle Kingdom Egypt.

AN EGYPTIAN CONTEXT FOR
THE SACRIFICE OF ABRAHAM
Kerry Muhlestein and John Gee

This gilded bed in the shape of a lion is from King Tutankhamun’s tomb (ca. 1300 bc); it is probably the finest (and earliest) known example of a
lion couch from ancient Egypt.
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societies to accept that a practice we detest, such as
human sacrifice, occurred in past civilizations we
admire,4 further research and discoveries necessitate a reassessment of the possibility of this practice
within Egyptian culture. While there is not a universally accepted definition of human sacrifice, for the
purposes of this paper we will define human sacrifice as the slaying of a person in a ritual context.
Understanding this definition is somewhat hampered by a modern tendency to compartmentalize
that which ancient societies were not prone to view

Cairo Egyptian Museum JE 62911. Photograph © Sandro Vannini.

he existence of human sacrifice in ancient
Egypt has been variously debated and denied.
While Egyptologists generally admit that the
practice existed in the formative periods of
1
Egyptian society, opinions among Egyptologists for
later time periods range from claiming that “there
is no certain evidence for the practice of human
2
sacrifice . . . from the Old Kingdom onwards” to
asserting that there is “indisputable evidence for
the practice of human sacrifice in classical ancient
3
Egypt.” However difficult it may be for modern

In this facsimile from the Book of Abraham, Abraham is on a similar-looking lion couch, which “was made after the form of a
bedstead” (Abraham 1:13). Facsimile 1, July 1842 Millennial Star. © IRI.
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separately (for all practical purposes, religion and
civil government in ancient Egypt were one and the
same). Whereas we make a distinction between execution and human sacrifice, this point of view was
not necessarily the case with ancient Egyptians, at
least partly because what we call “religious” aspects
of culture they saw as just part of life. Any person
deemed worthy of death would have been viewed as
someone affecting both social and religious spheres,
and hence his or her death would have both social
and religious ramifications. All known cases of executions from ancient Egypt carry with them trappings

The story presented in the Book of Abraham
matches remarkably well with the picture of
ritual slaying in Middle Kingdom Egypt.
of ritual and/or religious actions. Consequently, our
definition of human sacrifice accounts for this by
recognizing the ritual context of slaying, regardless
of whether modern society would think of a given
act as execution rather than human sacrifice. If ritual
and religious aspects are present in the slaying of a
5
person, then we will consider it human sacrifice.
Furthermore, studies in Egyptian ritual and sacrifice have been hampered by a lack of differentiation
between daily offerings and other types of sacrifices
6
such as those involved in festivals —a distinction
that also needs to be made regarding the possibility
of human sacrifice. Ancient Egyptian rituals oc7
curred at both regular intervals (such as festivals)
and irregular intervals (such as in celebrations of
military victories, or rituals enacted against dangerous threats). While it is theoretically possible that
ancient Egypt could have had regular programs and
irregular individual occasions of human sacrifice,
none of the evidence from the Middle Kingdom requires a regular program of human sacrifice; indeed,

most of the evidence points to sacrifice having been
an exceptional occurrence. We present this evidence
in a topical order (from prescription to practice)
rather than in chronological order.
While there is evidence for the practice of rit8
ual slaying from all eras of Egyptian history, for
this paper we will focus on the Middle Kingdom
(ca. 2000–1750), which is the period during which
Abraham most likely lived. Thus it is useful to compare the known historical evidence from Middle
Kingdom Egypt to evidence presented in the Book
of Abraham. We will show that the story presented
in the Book of Abraham matches remarkably well
with the picture of ritual slaying in Middle Kingdom
Egypt. We begin with the Egyptian evidence.
1. A Middle Kingdom boundary stone inscription
9
at Abydos written by the pharaoh Ugaf (1761–1759 bc)
10
and later usurped by Neferhotep I (1737–1726 bc)
instructs that “anyone who shall be found inside
these boundary stones except for a priest about his
11
duties shall be burnt.” The archaeological context of
the inscription shows that the boundary stones that
marked “sacred land” were part of a processional
12
route between the temple and the cemetery. Those
trespassing on sacred land were to be put to death
by burning. While it is not known whether this law
was ever violated and the punishment meted out,
the penalty of being burned to death was part of
Egyptian law; the decree carries ritual implications,
especially in light of evidence presented below concerning burning. While our modern tendency is to
compartmentalize various types of activities, we
must divest ourselves of this compulsion when trying to understand ancient cultures. If an ancient
Egyptian had broken this decree, it would have had
“religious” implications. It is thus likely that any
response would also have had religious connotations. In such cases the distinction between ritual
slaying and execution may be meaningless. In the

FROM THE EDITOR:
The specter of human sacrifice is so repugnant that few people do not recoil from such a practice. One such sacrifice, the
attempted offering of Abraham by the priest of pharaoh, however, has raised the question of whether or not the Egyptians
ever indulged in such uncivilized and disgusting behavior. Drs. Kerry Muhlestein and John Gee present evidence that such a
practice among ancient Egyptians was indeed performed.
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Bound and decapitated captives depicted in the tomb of Ramses IX. The iconography of these figures matches not only the
descriptions of the execration rite, but also the execration figurines themselves (see page 75), as well as the archaeological
remains of those rites.

following cases we can be certain of the presence of
religious trappings during the slaying of a human. In
regards to the Ugaf decree, we cannot be as certain.
And while we will note that ritual connotations are
implied, the idea of distinguishing between a sanctioned slaying with or without ritual connotations
was probably a foreign idea to those who made the
decree.
We cannot know if this decree was ever enforced.
What is important for our purposes, however, is
to understand that the inscription rises from a milieu in which slaying someone for desecration of
sacred space was an accepted practice with ritual
connotations.
2. That the penalty of human sacrifice (including burning) was carried out in some circumstances
can be shown from a historical account left by
13
14
Sesostris I (1953–1911 bc). Sesostris I recounts
finding the temple of Tod in a state of both disrepair
and intentional desecration, something he attributed to Asiatic/Semitic interlopers he thus deemed
15
as enemies. In response, he submits the purported
perpetrators to varying punishments: flaying, impalement, beheading, and burning. He informs us that
“[the knife] was applied to the children of the enemy
16
(ms.w ḫrwy), sacrifices among the Asiatics.” Sesostris
intended a sacrificial association to be applied to
17
the executions he had just enacted. This point is
augmented by the fact that some temple sacrifices
18
were consumed by fire. While a lacuna makes it
impossible to be certain, some of the victims may
even have been stabbed with a knife before being
burned. In other eras of Egyptian history, this practice of burning seems to have been carried out when
19
ritually slaying a human. Clearly, when the sacred
house of a god had been desecrated, the Egyptian
king responded by sacrificing those responsible.
3. Finally, archaeologists have discovered evidence of human sacrifice. Just outside the Middle

Kingdom fortress at Mirgissa, which had been part
of the Egyptian empire in Nubia, a deposit was found
containing various ritual objects such as melted wax
figurines, a flint knife, and the decapitated body of
a foreigner slain during rites designed to ward off
enemies. Almost universally, this discovery has been
20
accepted as a case of human sacrifice. Texts from
this and similar rites from the Middle Kingdom specify that the ritual was directed against “every evil
speaker, every evil speech, every evil curse, every
evil plot, every evil imprecation, every evil attack,
every evil rebellion, every evil plan, and every evil
21
thing,” which refers to those who “speak evil”
22
of the king or of his policies. The remains in the
deposit are consistent with those of later ritual texts

It is clear that during the Middle Kingdom,
Egyptians engaged in [ritual slaying] when
they deemed it necessary, and that desecrations or perceived threats were some
of the situations that seemed to justify the
ritual slaughter of humans.
describing the daily execration rite, which was usually a wax figure substituting in effigy for a human
sacrifice: “Bind with the sinew of a red cow . . . spit
on him four times . . . trample on him with the left
foot . . . smite him with a spear . . . decapitate him
with a knife . . . place him on the fire . . . spit on
23
him in the fire many times.” Again we see that the
use of a knife was followed by burning. The fact that
the site of Mirgissa is not in Egypt proper but was
part of the Egyptian empire in Nubia informs us that
the Egyptians extended such practices beyond their
borders.
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Dessin Franck Monnier / Éditions Safran, Bruxelles.

Artist’s reconstruction of the Middle Kingdom fortress at Mirgissa, just outside Nubia. Archaeologists have discovered
evidence of human sacrifice at the site, including ritual objects and the decapitated body of a foreigner slain during rites to
ward off enemies.

In fact, throughout time we find that ritual vio24
lence was often aimed at foreign places and people.
Their very foreignness was seen as a threat to Egypt’s
political and social order. Hence many of the known
examples of ritual slaying are aimed at foreigners,
such as those at Mirgissa or Tod. All three examples
we have shared involve protecting sacred places and
things, such as the boundary of a necropolis, a temple, or even Egypt itself.
In summary, certain traits demonstrated by the
three individual cases of human sacrifice from the
Middle Kingdom deserve notice:
A. The ritual nature of the sacrifice is clear in both
the Sesostris I and Mirgissa cases and is implied
in the Ugaf case.
B. In two of the cases, the sacrifice is for cultic
offenses; lack of clear inscriptional evidence
prevents a determination in the Mirgissa case.
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C. In the two cases with inscriptions, the pharaoh
is involved and the sacrifice is under his orders.
The specific ritual context of the third case also
argues for sacrifice for rebellion against the
pharaoh.
D. The sacrifice could take place both in Egypt
proper and outside the boundaries in areas
under Egyptian influence, as discussed above.
This picture of Middle Kingdom Egyptian culture can lend some insight into the life of Abraham
since the normal time period assigned to Abraham
25
roughly coincides with this era. The first chapter
of the Book of Abraham describes his near sacrifice
26
by an Egyptian priest. There are some elements
worth comparing. In the case of Abraham:
A. The ritual nature of the sacrifice is clear from
the text, which describes it as an “offering”

Drawing courtesy Kerry Muhlestein.

was deserving of a death sentence, a death that
would be carried out with ritual trappings.
C. The pharaoh was somehow involved (Abraham
1:20), as evidenced by the fact that the sacrifice
was attempted through his representative, “the
priest of Pharaoh” (Abraham 1:7, 10; compare
1:20), and that pharaoh took an interest in the
results.
D. The sacrifice takes place outside the boundaries
of Egypt but in an area under Egyptian influence
28
(Abraham 1:1, 10, 20).

Egyptian execration figurine found at Saqqara,
19th–20th century bc. Execration figurines were
usually wax figures substituting in effigy for a human
sacrifice; this one, however, was made of clay.

B.

(Abraham 1:7–9, 11, 15) and a “sacrifice” (Abraham
1:7); it is even termed a “thank-offering” in one
case (Abraham 1:10); and “it was done after
the manner of the Egyptians” (Abraham 1:11),
indicating that something about the way the
sacrifice was enacted was Egyptian (as opposed
to local or Mesopotamian) in nature.
The sacrifice is arguably for cultic offenses:
Abraham’s fathers “were wholly turned” to
the “worshiping of the gods of the heathen,”
including “the god of Pharaoh, king of Egypt”
(Abraham 1:5–6), and Abraham says that his
fathers “utterly refused to hearken to my voice”
(Abraham 1:5). Thus he had apparently been
decrying such practices. Other ancient sources
indicate that Abraham had desecrated or de27
stroyed sacred, idolatrous objects. While we
must be careful in our evaluation of these noncanonical accounts, their number and consistency at least deserve notice. In any case,
Abraham was clearly actively working against
the religious order of his day. These actions
would have been perceived as a threat against
Egyptian cultural and cultic practices and
potentially could have subjected Abraham to
the execration rite as a human sacrifice. His
story shares similarities with the Tod and Ugaf
inscriptions in that the desecration of the sacred

Because of the temporal and categorical proximity of Middle Kingdom examples of human sacrifice,
we can now come closer to an understanding of
Egyptian ritual slaying and the story presented in the
first chapter of the Book of Abraham. It is clear that
during the Middle Kingdom, Egyptians engaged in
such practices when they deemed it necessary, and
that desecrations or perceived threats were some of
the situations that seemed to justify the ritual slaughter of humans. This picture matches well with that
depicted in the Book of Abraham. Our understanding of the picture painted by each context can now
be informed by the other, allowing us to more fully
understand each individual story and the larger
context in which these people lived their lives and
practiced their religious beliefs. n
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for Sesostris III’s Foreign Policy,”
23–31; John Gee and Stephen D.
Ricks, “Historical Plausibility: The
Historicity of the Book of Abraham
as a Case Study,” in Historicity and the
Latter-day Saint Scriptures, ed. Paul
Y. Hoskisson (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 2001), 70–72;
Paul Y. Hoskisson, “Where Was Ur
of the Chaldees?” in The Pearl of
Great Price: Revelations from God, ed.
H. Donl Peterson and Charles D.
Tate Jr. (Provo, UT: BYU Religious
Studies Center, 1989), 119–36.
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